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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Abstract
A self stabilizing protocol for constructing a rooted spanning tree in an arbitrary asynchronous network of processors that communicate through sha~ed memory is presented. The
processors have unique identifiers but are otherwise identical. The network topology is assumed
to be dynamic, that is, edges can join or leave the computation before it eventually stabilizes.
The algorithm is design uses a new paradigm in self stabilization. The idea is to ensure
that if the system is not in a legal state (this is a global condition) then a locaJ condition of
some node will be violated. Thus the new could r e s t e r the algorithm.
The algorithm provides an underlying se|f-stabilization mechanism and can serve a~ a basic
building block in the construction of self stabilizing protocols for several other applications such
as: mutual-exclusion, snapshot, and reset.
The algorithm is memory efficient in that it requires only a linear size memory of words of
size log u (the size of an identity) over the entire network. Each processor needs a constant
number of words per incident link, thus the storage requirement is in the same order of magnitude as the size of the traditionally assumed message buffers size. The adversary may be
permitted to initiate the values of the variables to any size. Still, in this case the a~iditional
memory used by the algorithm is the amount stated above.
Extensions of our algorithm to other models are also discussed.
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1

Introduction

In 1974 Dijkstra has introduced a new approach to fault tolerant distributed computing, called sell
stabilization [Dij74]. In this approach protocols are designed with a built-in automatic mechanism

that whenever the distributed system is placed in an illegal global state the protocol guazantees that
it will converge back to a legal state and will stay legal thereafter.
The first problem for which self-stabilized protocols were designed was the mutual exclusion
problem ([Dij74, BGW89, BP89] and others); recently, other tasks have been shown to have this
property (e.g., [DIMg0, AB89, KP90]). In general one can formulate the question with respect to
any distributed computing task and think about a general underlying mechanism which can support
several tasks and provide them with a self-stabilization augmentation.
In this work we present a self stabilizing protocol to construct and maintain a rooted spanning
tree in a dynamic network. This protocol serves as an underlying primitive for a self-stabilizing
compiler; that is, a general mechanism to self stabilize arbitrary distributed algorithms, in the same
way as the protocol of [AAG87] is used to run distributed algorithms in a fail-safe fashion (see [KPg0]
for discussion of such self-stabilizing compilers).
We assume the model of an asynchronous network of processors with unique IDs communicating
via shared memory. The IDs are unchangeable throughout the protocol (each is embedded in the
machine's hardware).
In [SG89], Spinelli and Gallager present a topology maintenance algorithm for arbitrary dynamic
networks. It turns out that their algorithm is easily modified into a self-stabilizing spanning tree
algorithm, however it is an expensive algorithm both in its communication complexity (nodes have
to periodically read O(nE) memory words, where n and E are the total number of nodes and links
in the network, and the O(nE) words are the whole description of the network as viewed by the
neighbor), and in its memory requirements (each node has to maintain one copy of the network
topology for each of its incident links).
It is well known [Ang80] that no deterministic algorithm can construct a spanning tree in an
anonymous (i.e., uniform) symmetric network. Dijkstra has shown that deterministic self-stabilizing
protocols for mutual exclusion cannot be constructed in an anonymous ring whose size is a composite number (Burns and Pachl [BP89] gave a uniform protocol for the self-stabilizing mutual
exclusion problem on rings whose size is a prime number). Independent of our work, S. Dolev,
Israeli and Moran [DIM90] have recently designed a self stabilizing spanning tree protocol. To brea~
the symmetry their protocol assumes the existence of a unique "special" processor in the network
(a pre-distinguished leader) and the constructed tree is rooted at that node. Naturally they assume
that the adversary cannot change the status of the unique node such that it stops being in the "special" status, neither can it cause any other node to become "special". Note that the network cannot
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be allowed to be partitioned such that no special node will be included in one of the partitions. In
another independent work, Arora and Gouda [AG90] have designed a spanning tree construction
self-stabilizing protocol that rather than assuming a predistinguished node assumes that each node
has a unique ID (as we do). However they assume a known bound on the network size in order for the
algorithm to self stabilize. Moreover, the quiescence time complexity of their algorithm depends on
that bound, regardless of the actual size. Note that faults or partitions may decrease the actual size
significantly. Our quiescence time complexity is O(n 2) where n is the unknown size of the network
(component).
In this paper we use unique IDs at the nodes to break the symmetry but make no farther
assumption such as knowledge of the network size, nor that the network is not partitioned. Our
approar.h is that in a fault tolerant network it is more natural not to rely on connectivity to a specific
processor (leader), thus we require that connected components of possibly partitioned network will
continue the protocol and will independently stabilize as well. This is a crucial difference between a
symmetric distributed protocol and a~ asymmetric protocol that assumes a leader. The price is the
need to break symmetry using ID's.
The algorithm design uses a new paradigm in self stabilization. Previous algorithms did not
rely on the detection of an illegal state. In the independent work of [KP90] such an illegal state
was detected by collecting information about the global state. We detect an illegal global state by
ensuring that in such a state a local condition of some node will be violated. Thus the node could
restart the algorithm.
The size of the space consumed in a processor by our protocol is exactly what is traditionally
the size of a message (and its buffers), i.e., log(Max-ID) times the degree of the processor. Thus, we
can view this as an optimal storage requirement, since any link needs a message buffer in any global
distributed computing (and if we implement the reading by message passing we assume buffers of
this size are available). (The adversary may be permitted to initiate the values of the variables
to any size. Still, in this case the additional memory used by the algorithm is the amount stated
above.)
Following our deterministic self stabilizing election, a randomized election algorithm for anonymous networks was developed lately by S. Dolev, Israeli and Moran [DIM90a]. Our deterministic
protocol has a natural extension (using jAMS9]) to run on anonymous networks. In this modular
extension we use an additional procedure which carefully draws and continually checks random ID's
to verify that they are different. The presentation of the randomized algorithm is postponed to the
full paper.
It is also possible to run our algorithm in the message passing model, simulating shared memory
with the help of the datalink protocol of [AB89].
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2

The Model

We present here the model of a dynamic network of processors communicating via shared memory.
The network is represented by a graph (V, E), where V is the set of processors, and E is a set of
links. If u and v are processors and (u, v) is in E then we say that there is a link between u and v,
and that they are neighbors. Each processor has a unique ID (say, hardwired in its memory), this
is the only assumption that makes our model non-unlform. The total number of processors, n, is
unknown to the processors and may change dynamically.
Processors communicate only by reading the memory of neighboring processors and by writing
each its own local memory. Reads of neighbors memory as well as read and write on local memory are
atomic operations. Each processor is a state machine with a bounded number of states (which could
be a function of n; the dependency on n can be in the size of its registers). At the beginning of the
computation the adversary can put each processor in an arbitrary state. The local computation at
each processor consists of a sequence of transitions where each transition consists of an operation that
moves the processor from its state before the transition to another (possibly the same) state. Each
processor operation is either a local computation step, or an atomic read of a neighbor's memory, or
an atomic write of its own memory. The fair scheduler (demon) of the global computation consists of
an infinite sequence of processors such that each processor appears in the sequence infinitely often.
Whenever a processor appears in the schedule its next transition is performed (every processor always
has an operation (e.g. read one of the neighbors memory) that is enabled unless the processor is
down). Such an Atomic Read/Atomic Write demon was first suggested by [DIMg0].
At any system state, the set of local states of the processors defines a global state. In any
self-stabilization problem, a subset of the set of global states is defined as legal global states. In
a self-stabilizing protocol the computation moves the system from a legal state only to another
(possibly the same) legal state and starting from any state a fair scheduler will eventually bring the
system to a legal state.
The network topology is dynamic, that is links and processors can go down and come up an
a~bitrary number of times. We assume that there is a local self-stabilasing mechanism that eventually
updates at each processor the status of its incident links and neighboring processors. When a link is
down the processors incident to that link cannot read each other's memory. We further assume that
the sequence of topological changes is finite and that eventually topological changes cease [AAG87].
In the spanning tree construction algorithm each node has a Parent variable, that holds an id
of a processor. We say that a tree spans the network when the collection of the Parent variables
defines such a rooted tree in the natural way. Our main algorithm is a self stabilizing algorithm that
computes such a tree. Using this algorithm as a building block it is easy to construct several other
self stabilizing algorithms such as: mutual exclusion, snapshot, reset, and leader election.
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3

A Self Stabilizing Spanning Tree Algorithm

In a nutshell the algorithm can be described as follows: Every node tries to construct a tree in the
network from itself. The process of larger identity nodes overruns the processes of lower identity
nodes. Eventually, the tree of the largest ld node overruns all the other trees. A node leaves its
tree when it detects a local inconsistency. However, to join another tree whose root Id is larger a
node has to propagate a request message along the new tree branches to the root and to receive a

grant message back. This mechanism prevents the necessity to know additional information such
as a bound on the network size. Of course these messages propagate through the shared memories
of the nodes via a sequence of read and write operations. To maintain self-stabilization we define
certain ~ ,cal conditions that if violated in the reighborhood of a node then that node detects it and
restart.. ~lte algorithm by considering itself the root of a single node tree. (It is guaranteed that if
the network is in an illegal state, then some node will notice the violation of these conditions.)
Let us now describe the algorithm in detail. There are three groups of variables at each node:

1. The usual local variables { Id, Edge_list }:
We denote by v.ld the variable Id in node v. The same convention is used for the other variables.
v.ld is the read-only identity of node v and
v.EdgeJist is a list of links incident to node v that are operational and such that the processor
on the other side is up. This list is maintained by a lower level self-stabilizing protocol which is
beyond the scope of this paper. Each change in a link or node status is eventually recorded in
Edge_list. If a neighbor u is removed from Edge_list while v is performing a read of the memory
of u, then that read may return any value.
2. The variables related to the tree structure

{ Root, Parent, and Distance}

where,

v.Root is supposed to hold the identity of the root of the tree to which node v belongs;
(We omit the word "supposed" in the sequel.)
v.Distance is the distance from node v to its root; and
v.Parent is the identity of a neighbor of v which is the parent of v in the tree.
3. The variables related to passing the

request and grant messages { Request, To, Direction, and

From} where,
v.Request is either an Id of a node that is currently requesting to join the tree to which v
belongs, or equal to v.ld if v itself is trying to join another tree;
v.From is either the Id of the neighbor from which v copied the value of v.Request, or v.ld if v
has initiated a request in an attempt to join a new tree;
v.To is the name of a neighbor of v through which it is trying to propagate the request message;
v.Direction is either Ask, to signify that the node whose Id is in v.Request wishes to join the
tree, or Grant to signify that this request has been granted.
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Definition 3.1 We say that v is a child o] w and that w is the parent o] v i]:

(w.ld Ev.Edge_list) A (v.Parent =w.ld) A (~.Root =w.Root) A (v.Distance =w.Distance + 1).
To achieve self stabilization of the spanning tree construction we define a condition, called C i ,
on the variables at each node such that if (and only if) the condition holds at all the nodes then
the network (or component) is in a globally legal state in which a correct spanning tree exists. This
condition is checked periodically at all the nodes. The aim of the algorithm is to detect violations
of the condition (either because of incorrect initial values of the nodes' variables, or because of
topological changes), and to ensure that eventually the network will enter a globally legal state.

Condition C I :
{[(Root = Id) A (Parent = Id) A (Distance = 0)] V

[(Root > Id) A (Parent E Edge_list) A (Root = Parent.Root) A (Distance = Parent.Distance + 1 > 0)]}
A (Root _> ma,xxEEdgeJist x.Root)
A formal description of the algorithm is given in Figure 1. The program consists of a set of
actions. Each action is specified as:

(guard) ~

(command)

where the guard is a Boolean expression and the c o m m a n d is a sequence of assignments. An action
can only be executed from a state in which its guard is checked and found true. However, since we
assume atomicity of a single operation only, some variables already checked can be changed while
others are still being read. Thus it it may be the case that the guard is actually false, and still was
found true. The execution at each node proceeds by an infinite sequence of operations where in
each operation the memory of one neighbor is read atomically, then the guards of the actions are
checked. If any guard is true, then the corresponding commands are performed atomically. (It can
be shown that the atomicity of the read of one register, is an atomic operation, as well as the write
of one register.) Each neighbor in EdgeJkt after the last topological change, is read infinitely often
by the sequence of operations (e.g., the nodes are read in a linear cyclic order).
A node that notices that Condition C1 does not hold, must become a root (Action 1).
Definition 3.2 Node v is a r o o t if (v.Root =vJd) A (v.Parent = ld) A (v.Distance = 0).
By becoming a root condition C1 does not necessarily become true, however we define condition C I '
which does become true. Moreover, if condition C1 t is satisfied at all the nodes then (by transitivity)
the Parent variables in the nodes define a spanning forest in the network. If condition C1 ~ holds at
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a node but C1 does not then eventually that node moves on to the process of joining a tree with a
larger Root (Action 2).

Condition CI':

[(Root = Id) A (Parent = ld) A (Distance = 0)] V
[(Root > Id) A (Parent E Edge_list) A (Root = Parent.Root) A (Distance = Parent.Distance + 1 > 0)]
If node v's Id (which is now also its Root) is not larger than the Roots of its neighbors, it
attempts to join another tree. It chooses the neighbor whose Root is the largest among the Roots
of its neighbors, and makes a request to join as a child of this neighbor u (Action 2). For that it
sets its Request and From to its own Id, its Direction to Ask and its To to u. (Note that some of the
operations in the guards are not (and do not need to be) atomic.)
When condition C1 holds at node v that node participates in the process of forwarding requests
and grants in its tree in order to enable the addition of new nodes to the tree. Its task is to help
forwaxding requests to join the tree to the root of the tree and grants from the root back to the
requesting node (Actions 4 - 7). As with the tree related variables, we define Condition C2 that is
true if the variables related to that process are in a legal state. If C2 does not hold then the node
must reset those vaxiables (Action 3).

Definition 3.3 We say that node v is forwarding a request from node w if the following condition
holds:

Condition C2':

((w.ld Ev.Edge_list) A
(w.Root =w.ld --w.Request =w.Frorn -=v.Request =v.From A
(w.To = v.ld) A (w.Direction = Ask))
V
((w.ld Ev.Edge.list) A (v parent of w) A (w.Request =v.Request -~w.ld)A
(v.From =w.ld) A (v.To =v.Parent) A (w.To =v.ld))

Condition C2:

C2' V
(v.Request, v.To, v.From, and v.Direction are undefined)
If node v is forwarding a request (i.e., 021 holds at v) and it is a root, it can grant the request
(Action 6). That is, it changes its Direction to Grant (unless its Direction is already Grant). A
non-root node who is forwarding a request, can forward a grant, provided that its parent is (Action

7):
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T h e p r o g r a m at n o d e v:
do forever: read next neighbor information and

1

3

-~CI A'~CI I

-*

v.Root :=v.ld; v.Parent := Id;
v.Distance := 0;

C1 ~ A
(u.Root = maXxEEdge_listx.Root) >v.Root

-*

v.Request :=v.From :=v,ld;
v.To :=u.ld; v.Direction := Ask;

C1 A "~C2

-*

set v.Request, v.From, u.To~
and v.Direction to undefined

C1 A C2 A -~C2' A (:lw E v.Edge_listI
(w.Direction = Ask) A (w.To =v.ld)A
(~u.Request =w.td =tu.Root =w.From))

--,

v.Request :=v.From :=tu.ld;
v.To :=v.Parent; v.Direction := Ask.

C1 A C2 A -~C2' A (3w E v.Edge.list[

(w child oI v) ^ (=.To = v.ld)^
(w.Direction = A~k))

6

v.Request :=w.Request; v.From :=tu.ld;
v.To :=v.Parent; v.Direction := Ask

C1 A C2' A (v is a root)A (v.Direction = Ask)

-*

v.Direction := GraBt

C1 A C2' A (v.To =v.Parent =u.ld)A
(u.Direction = Grant) A (v.Direction = Ask)A
(u.Request =v.Request) A (u.From =v.ld)

-*

v.Direction := Grant

C'] r A "~C] A (v.Direction = Ask)A
(v.Request =u.Request =u.From =v.Root =v.ld)A
(u.From =v.ld) A (u.Direction = Grant) A (v.To =u.ld)

v.Parent :=u.ld;
-v.Distance := u.Distance + 1;
v.Root :=u.Root; ieset request variabie~,

Figure 1: The p r o g r a m a~ node v
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1. Forwarding the same request (i.e. the parent and v have equal values in their Requestvariable);
and
2. Has received the request from v (i.e. the parent's From variable is v's Id); and
3. Node v has sent the request to its parent (i.e. v's To is the Id of its Parent); and
4. The parent is forwarding the grant (i.e. the Direction in the Parent is Grant).
When a grant has been received by the descendant of a node (i.e., the descendant was requesting
from the node, and has now set its direction to grant) that node may reset its requesting related
variables (action 3) and service other requests. A node whose request has been granted (Action 8)
joins the tre~" by seLti~.g its Root to the tree root, its Parent to its neighbor from which it read the
grant and its Distance to be larger by one than that of its parent. In addition its resets its request
variables to "undefined".

4

Correctness

In this section we prove the self stabilizing property of the algorithm. Let us first solve one difficulty
that will repeatedly appears in the proofs. Intuitively this is the fear that a node "imagines" it
read some value, but in fact did not. Note that since a high resulusion atomieity is assumed. Thus
this involves also variables not explicityly mentioned in the the code, but also possible temporary
variables used by the processor to store intermediate results, e.g. that some term of a computed
condition has the value "true".
The formal definition of "imagines" is deferred to the full paper. However, we argue that there
exists a time when such "imagination" is no longer possible. This follows from the fact that every
node repeatedly reads (and the scheduler is fair). Thus, there exists a time t after the time when
the faults cease, that from t on every value that is used in the computation was indeed read, or
computed from values that where indeed read. In the following proof we speak only to the time
after t. Thus it is not necessary to consider '~magination".
Next let us prove that eventually the node with the highest identity becomes a root, and no
higher Root variables ever exist later.
Definition 4.1
branch.

When Condition C1 holds for a node then it and its parent constitute together a
Each connected component of the transitive closure of the branch relation is also

called a b r a n c h .
A r e q u e s t i n t e r v a l is a maximal path that is included in a branch, such that only the (possibly

empty) suffix of the interval (the Parents' side) contains a Grant, the (possibly empty) prefix
contains an Ask, and all the Request registers in the interval's nodes have the same value.
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Definition 4.2 Let a false root be an identity that is a value of a Root variable of some node (in
a connected component), but is not the identity of any node in the (connected component of the)
network.

Observation 4.3 No identity that does not exist in the (connected component of the) network at
any given time after the changes cease (either as an Id or as a Root) can become a false root later
on.

P r o o f Sketch: Notice that a node sets its Root either to its Id or to the Root of its neighbor,

i

L e m m a 4.4 Consider the time after the changes cease. The number of times a node joins a tree
whose Root is a false root is bounded.
P r o o f Sketch: Let us first discuss only the highest false root (break ties arbitrarily). (If there are
false roots then there exists such a Root by Observation 4.3.) The number of request intervals that
will ever exist in branches with such a Root is bounded Also, if a request is granted by a grant that
existed by mistake than the number of intervals decreases by one.
Consider now the second highest false root. The argument above bounds the number of times a
node can join that tree, between times that it joins the tree of the highest false root. This argument
can now be applied recursively to all the false roots.

I

L e m m a 4.5 Eventually in every node Root equals some w E V.
P r o o f Sketch: By Lemma 4.4 and by Observation 4.3 it suffices to prove that no Root variables
cart contain a false root forever.
Assume the contrary and consider any time after the changes cease. Let u ~ V be the highest
identity such that from some time on there always exists a node v0 E V whose Root equals some

u~V.
Consider v0 at a time after the topological changes. Note that v0 must have a parent vl (i.e. its
Parent does no~ equM its own Id.) whose Root equals u, otherwise, since v0 ~ u, node v0 would have
set its Root to v.
Lev Vo, vl, -., Vq be the maximal branch in which Root = u forever. (This is the case at least in
v0. Also, q is finite since vi+l.Distance is smaller than vi.Distance, and every Distance is not smaller
than zero.) floweret, when Vq will not have a parent whose Root is u, node vq will have to reset its
Root too, contradicting the definition of Vq. This, together with Lemma 4.4 implies the lemma.

|

Corollary 4.6 Let u be the node with the highest [d in (its connected component of) the network.
From some time on u is a root.
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Lemma 4.7 Eventually every maximal branch contains the node whose Id is the value of Root in
every node on the brach.
P r o o f Sketch: Similar to Lemma 4.5.

I

Let us now proof that a tree rooted at the node with the highest Id eventually spans the network.
First let us show that from some time on there are no cycles.
L e m m a 4.8 There exists a time from which on there are no cycles in the parent relation.
P r o o f Sketch: Similarly to the proof of Lemma 4.5 every cycle must be broken. New cycles cannot
be created (after time t) by the definition of request intervals (that cannot be cyclic because of the
Distance register, and the observation that a node joins only when a request interval exists, and i.t
is a root.

I

Definition 4.9 Consider the time from which on all Root values belong to nodes in the (connected
component of the) network. A correct tree is a tree defined by the Parent relation, such that its root
is the node with the highest identity, and Condition C1 holds for all the nodes in the tree.

Observation 4.10 There is a time from which on a correct tree exists.
Proof." Follows from Corollary 4.6 and Lemma 4.5.

|

L e m m a 4.11 Consider the time from which on a correct tree exists. A node that is not in this
correct tree, but is a neighbor of a node in that tree, will eventually try to join the correct tree.
P r o o f Sketch: Consider such a node v after the times mentioned in Lemmas reflem:false small
root disappear, 4.5 and 4.8. If it is not a root then either its Root is that of the correct tree, or
its Root is smaller than the highest. In the second case clearly Condition C1 does not hold for it.
In the first case if Condition C1 did hold for it then it would have belonged to the correct tree.
Thus condition C1 does not hold for it in both cases, and it must become a root. At that time~ the
algorithm dictates that it makes a request to join the neighboring tree with the highest Root value,
which is the correct tree.

I

Observation 4.12 A node that joins the correct tree never leaves it.
P r o o f Sketch: The reason is that the correct tree is defined only after there are no false roots, and
since a node leaves a tree only when Condition C1 does not hold.

|
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Definition

4.13 An Id v in the Request variable of a node u in the correct tree is called a correct

request if
node u is in a request interval that starts in a node w (in the correct tree) that is a neighbor of
node v, and
v's request variable is equal to v, and
o's Direction variable contains an Ask, and
v is a root.
L e m m a 4.14 If there are nodes in the correct tree that contain a request that is not a correct request,
then this request will eventually disappear from the nodes of the correct tree.
P r o o f Sketch: By Observation 4.12 the request interval of this request cart change only by growing,
and it can grow only to a bounded size. Consider now the prefix of this interval, clearly the node
at the beginning (of the prefix) notices that this is an incorrect request, and resets all the variables
that axe related to the request. Note that the request is copied only from a child to its parent, and
not vice versa. Thus a repeated procedure of reset will eventually cause this interval to disappear.

!
L e m m a 4.15 Consider a time in which the correct tree does not span the entire (connected component of the) network. Eventually another node will join it.
P r o o f Sketch: By Lemma 4.11 every neighbor of the correct tree will eventually try to join the
co~ect tree. By Lemma 4.14 incorrect requests will disappear. Note also that the requests axe
forwarded over a tree. Thus, eventually there must be a branch from some node v not on the correct
tree to the root of the correct tree that includes only one request interval - that of the request of v.
Thus this request is granted, and v joins the correct tree.

|

L e m m a 4.16 Eventually a correct tree spans the network.
P r o o f Sketch: Follows from Lemma 4.15 and from Observation 4.12.

Theorem

|

4.17 Eventually the following holds:

(convergence)

the (connected component of the) network is spanned by a correct tree, and

(termination)

no node performs any operation in the tree construction algorithm.

P r o o f Sketch: Follows from Lemmas 4.16 and 4.14 and from observation 4.12

|
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5

Conclusions and Discussion

A motivation for the construction of this algorithm was the possibility to use it as a modular
component in other algorithms. One example is the famous token passing problem: Once a spanningtree protocol is constructed we can achieve mutual exclusion by token passing along a virtual ring
embedded in a DFS traversal on the tree. (This idea was independently suggested in [DIM90].)
Another example is the randomized self stabilizing symmetry braking in anonymous networks. We
can further make the reset procedure presented in [AAG87] self stable. A generalization of the selfstabilized snapshot of Katz and Perry [KP90] can be achieved, which implies in turn that general
protocols can be self-stabilized.
As mentioned above our memory is optimal when message buffers are used. It is interesting to
find out whether one can show a more memory-efficient protocol. In particular it is interesting to
compare memory-efficiency of protocols in the unique ID model to other self-stabilized protocols in
other models.
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